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3 Technology Perspectives
In this chapter we begin by clarifying the definition of a WSN with respect to mesh and RFID. We
continue the process of clarification by making the distinction between popular physical layers and
network protocols including 802.15.4, ZigBee and 6loWPAN.
This allows us to progress to discussing the subject of structure within WSNs, where we note
strong parallels with the case of adding infrastructure within mesh networks. Whilst several
approaches for unstructured WSNs exist, we are of the view that both node diversity in terms of
capabilities and features, and network infrastructure are important enablers for real world
applications like we saw in the previous chapter.

3.1

Differentiating RFID, mesh and sensor networks

Let us begin by comparing, as directly as possible, the various attributes of RFID56, mesh and WSN
network nodes as they exist today. This is shown in Table 3-1.

RFID

Mesh Network Node

Wireless Sensor Node

(not Active RFID)
Insignificant price for
simplest RFID

Expensive

Low cost

No power source
necessary (option)

Good battery, rechargeable

Restricted energy
resources

Not a network – needs a Multi-functional
reader

One-trick pony

None or limited
processing

Can run ‘big’ protocols like
TCP/IP

Can run only basic
processes

Powered RFID has
medium range

Radio range can be large

Radio range is small

Embeddable

Handheld or larger

Tiny

None or nomadic

Full mobility

None or nomadic

Table 3-1 Differentiating RFID, Wireless Mesh and Wireless Sensor Networks - today

Examples of each type of network are as follows:
3.1.1

RFID

RFID is used for asset tracking and car immobilisers or remote keyless entry, for example. RFID
really stands alone in the table in that it is intended for the lowest cost, even literally throwaway
applications and that it is not operated as a network. There are four possible classes of RFID, with
the lower classes being overwhelmingly more common today, and so forming the basis of

56

We have chosen to differentiate traditional RFID (today’s generation, simple, polled) from Active RFID
(next generation, capable, always on). See also section 5.1 and table 5.1.
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comparison in the table.
The four classes are
•

Passive RFID. This has no built-in power source. It relies on backscatter and only one
device can be read at once in the field of a scanner. However it is often said that many of
these devices can be read ‘simultaneously’ by a single scanner – in fact many devices are
read sequentially using a back-off algorithm. This is the cheapest tag, used for item ID and
theft prevention.

•

Semi-passive RFID. This has a built-in power source for use in processing and by other
peripherals, perhaps sensors, but the power source is not used for the transceiver and so
does not boost range. It is also a backscatter mode tag. This type of tag is used in road
tolling schemes such as the Dartford crossing.

•

Semi-active RFID. This has a power source which is available to the transceiver as well as
everything else on the tag. However the node is expected to sleep for much of the time, i.e.
it has a low duty cycle. The tag is capable of initiating communication, making it quite
different to the passive tags.

•

Active RFID. This is powered and the transceiver can be always on, which can make it
somewhat similar to a WSN node. To avoid doubt note that we have excluded Active
RFID from Table 3-1 on the grounds of maintaining simplicity for this comparison. Active
RFID is really the next generation of RFID and much more powerful than the RFID most
of industry is familiar with today. Active RFID can be very capable and could become
indistinguishable from a WSN in an application. We thus expect Active RFID and WSN
applications to converge.

3.1.2

Mesh Networks

Example applications today include municipal wireless rollouts and, in the near future, we expect
Vehicle Ah Hoc Networks (VANETs) to be a large application. VANETs are driven by the need
for car-to-car and car-to-infrastructure communication in order to build Intelligent Transport
Systems (ITS). ITS is an important application which has already been given its own spectrum in
Japan, the USA and shortly, Europe.
Full mobility is clearly a huge differentiator of mesh networks from RFID or WSNs. Hand in hand
with this goes a larger radio range. This larger range, together with the levels of performance
expected by the applications, imply a good battery will be required. And if needed this battery can
be recharged on a daily basis, since the application environments support this. Range and power
source are thus very different for mesh networks.
In earlier work on mesh networks for Ofcom57, we noted that additional network infrastructure
could be used to improve scalability and quality of service. We fully expect comparable
conclusions will carry over to other mesh networks, including WSNs, as we show later in this
chapter.
3.1.3

Wireless Sensor Networks

Logistics, environmental and industrial monitoring, smart buildings and transport are the most
commonly cited applications for WSNs. We note that medical sensors are normally thought to be
part of wireless body-area networks (WBAN) rather than wireless sensor networks. This is a

57

See our earlier report to Ofcom on Mobile Meshes,
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/overview/emer_tech/mesh/mesh.pdf
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sensible differentiation, since the duty cycle, power consumption, data bandwidth and especially
propagation requirements are quite different in the two cases.
The big differentiators of WSN from mesh are the limited data capability and the associated power
savings. WSNs may require only a few bit/s per day, on average. WSNs do not carry real time
streaming services, nor are they used where latency is critical In other words, WSNs are not video
or even voice capable, although some people have tried VOIP over 802.15.4 with limited success.
The biggest source of power saving in WSNs is their low duty cycle, typically less than 1%.
We continue to look at requirements for WSNs in section 3.4, but we next compare WSNs to mesh
networks to establish the major differences and similarities at the highest level.
3.1.4

Comparisons between mesh and sensor networks

Putting RFID completely aside, let us now list the differences and similarities between mesh and
sensor networks. These are as follows.
•

Having cheaper WSN nodes probably means having less reliable nodes than mesh networks

•

WSNs contain more nodes at a higher density, and radio range is lower

•

WSN traffic is lower complexity, certainly not real time, and bit rates may be only several bits
per day

•

WSN traffic is very application specific, and node design may follow this, making nodes
inflexible

•

WSNs can also include actuators as well as sensors.

An additional useful insight is that whilst the WMN routing challenge is coping with mobility, the
WSN routing challenge is coping with limited energy.
There are also similarities between mesh and sensor networks
•

Both are self organising networks

•

Both, in principle, don’t need infrastructure

•

Both, in practice, benefit from infrastructure. The mesh benefits from access points to improve
QoS as we have shown in earlier chapters, and the WSN from gateways/routers to improve
scalability whilst still preserving low duty cycle

•

Both, in practice, benefit from clustering to cheat scalability issues

•

Both have security challenges

•

Both have privacy challenges

•

Both introduce a dependence of the network on node behaviour

It is useful to remember that both are co-operative networking approaches, by which we mean that
medium access control is decentralized and there is an element of fair contention for resources
involved for each node.. This means that such systems ought to co-exist as well as possible with
each other, but that other systems operating centralized medium access may dominate. In other
words, mesh and sensor networks typically run polite protocols and may suffer when co-located
with systems operating impolite protocols.
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3.2

Differentiating 802.15.x, ZigBee, 6LoWPAN

There are a great many acronyms for ad hoc and de facto standards in use in the field of wireless
sensor networks58. At the top level, we can clarify the situation somewhat by reference to Figure
3-1, which splits the standards into those which apply to the physical layer/MAC and those which
apply to the networking/application layers. This is particularly useful in showing the difference
between ZigBee and 802.15.4, which are often used together in an application. The figure makes it
clear that other pairings are possible.

Figure 3-1 Standards and where they fit

Note that Figure 3-1 presents a rather simplified stack, but is sufficient to show the simple layerlevel split we have outlined. The term ‘academic’ refers to university research networks which
often use 802.15.4 as a base for investigations of the higher levels, such as routing algorithms.
Let us now examine 802.15.4/ZigBee and 6loWPAN.
3.2.1

IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee

In the future, many WSN implementations are expected to use 802.15.4 for the radio functionality.
Very many of these are expected to run ZigBee on top of 802.15.4, whilst others will run
application specific networking, including the two industrial sensor standards Wireless HART and
ISA-100. Those which are not 802.15.4 based may use a variety of proprietary radio protocols. As
an example of the majority interest in 802.15.4, 90% of WSNs in Smart Buildings are expected to
be 802.15.4 based by 201159.
The various radio standards can be compared with the aid of Figure 3-2. As is typical ZigBee has
been added to 802.15.4, WiMAX to 802.16 and Bluetooth to 802.15.1. Given that we have already
shown the layer level differences in Figure 3-1, it is nonetheless useful to add such labels, as
otherwise the 802 numbering can become confusing.
58

We remind the reader of the appendix listing abbreviations

59

source: OnWorld
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The IEEE 802 standards referred to in the figure include the following:
802.11 - commonly used both in business and consumer applications for wireless LANs
with a range of up to 100m and raw data rates around 11-54Mb/s in the 2.4GHz band. A
variant also exists for the 5GHz band.60 802.11 is a WLAN, a wireless local area network.
802.16 - recently added to the IMT-2000 family as the sixth terrestrial radio interface
alongside 3G etc. 802.16 is a WMAN, a wireless metropolitan area network.
802.20 – a standard plagued by delay; it is intended to offer high rates to mobile users.
Like 802.16, 802.20 is a WMAN, a wireless metropolitan area network.
802.22 – intended to serve a regional area to provide broadband wireless access as a
WWAN, a wireless wide area network. This is only broadband in the same sense as
ADSL, since contention levels are similarly high.

Figure 3-2 Radio (Phy/MAC) comparison

Finally, the figure includes 802.15, which is a series of wireless personal area networks (WPAN)
standards. There are three interesting components of 802.15. These are 802.15.1, which is the
radio layer used by Bluetooth; 802.15.3 which is for high rate personal area networks (e.g. over
20Mb/s) and 802.15.4 which has the following features61
•

Data rates of 250 kbps (2.4GHz) , 40 kbps (915MHz), and 20 kbps (868MHz)

60

This is 802.11a/b for 2.4GHz and 802.11a for 5GHz. However, 802.11n – 2.4GHz, up to 200Mb/s – has
yet to be finalised.
61

note that number 2 in this sequence, 802.15.2, was a co-existence working group looking at operating
802.11 with 802.15.1 at 2.4GHz
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•

16 channels in the 2.4GHz ISM band, 10 channels in the 915MHz band and one channel in
the 868MHz band

•

Two addressing modes; 16-bit short and 64-bit IEEE addressing

•

Support for critical latency devices, such as joysticks (the beaconing option)

•

CSMA/CA channel access (the non-beaconing option)

•

Automatic network establishment by a dedicated coordinator

•

Fully hand-shaking protocol for transfer reliability

•

Power management to ensure low power consumption

Of all the 802 wireless standards shown in Figure 3-2, only 802.15.4 is targeted at very low power
and very long battery life. It is specifically targeted at sensor networks, interactive toys, smart
badges, remote controls and home automation, operating in international license-exempt device
bands. We also look at 802.15.4 more closely when we examine structured WSNs in section 3.6.2.
It is interesting to note that 802.15.4a also exists as a task group whose aim is to provide high
precision location services using UWB. Apart from location sensing this would also be good for
WPANs - wireless personal area networks, which typically require a single gateway radio, with
flexible data rates to cover the widely different PAN applications from cardiac pulse rate to
streamed entertainment.
ZigBee
As we have said, ZigBee often runs above 802.15.4 and colloquially is often synonymous with it.
In the words of the ZigBee marketing slogan, ZigBee provides “Wireless Control that Simply
Works ™”. Its aim is like Bluetooth; to identify the common applications and to make them
particularly easy to implement and to ensure interoperability between compliant devices. Over 200
companies have joined together to define the upper layers of Figure 3-1 and to add security.
ZigBee provides various profiles in the following groups:
•

A general group including simple on/off and RSSI applications

•

An HVAC group (heating, ventilation and air conditioning)

•

A lighting group

•

A security group and

•

A measurement and sensors group

The security aspect of ZigBee relies on it being a structured network (see section 3.4), hence a trust
centre will always be available. Security is built upon access control lists and data encryption at
various layers.
3.2.2

6lowPAN

If, like ZigBee, 6lowPAN had a slogan, it would probably be “IP Everywhere”. Historically, IP
was thought to be too heavyweight for low power radios like 802.15.4 due to the amount of
management traffic as well as typical payload sizes, which are much larger in TCP/IP than the
802.15.4 MAC would expect/accept.
Hence the desire to run IP over sensor networks was neglected for a while since it was thought
impractical. But, by using 6lowPAN, this has now being achieved, and without the large penalty
originally expected. There is no doubt that a penalty is paid however, but it need not be prohibitive
for certain applications, where a suitable performance trade-off can be made.
It is the IETF, who produce the major Internet standards, who are also aiming to produce the
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6lowPAN standard62. It is intended for IP on low power devices, including sensor nodes.
6lowPAN comes later to the market, but competes directly with the ZigBee approach by offering a
more open standard and direct access to nodes via IP, rather than through a protocol translating
gateway. In other words a user anywhere on the Internet may address any 6lowPAN sensor node
as freely as any other Internet device. Of course, not all applications require this, but where they
do it is an appealing prospect for the end user.
Note, however, that the, “6”, in “6lowPAN” designates that 6lowPAN is based on the use of the
newer IPv6 packet header format and IPv6 addresses, rather than using the simpler IPv4 which is
common in the Internet today. Considering differences in the size of the maximum transmission
unit (MTU) between IPv6 (1280 bytes) and 802.15.4 (as low as 81 bytes), the use of header
compression to reduce overhead in the 802.15.4 frame, and a possible requirement to interwork
with IPv4 applications means that there will still be a need for gateways between the
6lowPAN/802.15.4 realm and the Internet. These gateways will need to do a little more than
simply bridge packets from the 802.15.4 radio realm. In other words, some basic network layer
capability will be required in the gateways, rather than being simply a MAC layer bridge.
For balance, it should be pointed out that for really low resource sensors, 6lowPAN still remains
too heavyweight in memory footprint and computational power (e.g. as needed for header
compression). For larger wireless sensors, however, it may be a good match, to allow existing
applications or control protocols for wired, legacy IP devices (alarms, lighting control) to be ported
to WSNs. In other words the trade off is the possible flexibility offered by running IP (even if it is
IPv6) versus not having quite the lowest power consumption. The main industrial proponents of
6lowPAN are currently start-up companies, who offer the so-called "Internet enabled sensor".
3.2.3

Summary

In summary the compromise encountered when choosing sensor network protocols is one of
flexibility versus power consumption. Bespoke implementations are the most efficient but least
flexible – and probably the least attractive to users, since they are not standards driven. ZigBee sits
in the middle, whilst 6lowPAN offers the greatest potential for seamless integration with the IP
world, but pays somewhat in terms of power consumption and the ongoing need for gateway
devices, albeit relatively simple ones. No one approach is a clear technical winner and it seems
that the choice must be dictated by the needs of the application. In the market however, it is not
always the most elegant technical option which wins. Often the most reliable and standardised
solution will succeed, as long as the technical solution is fit for purpose. This currently favours
802.15.4/ZigBee.

3.3

A suggested taxonomy of WSNs: network structure and node equality

As there is a great deal of information in the literature concerning WSNs, it is instructive to form a
basic taxonomy in order to avoid confusion. We have found, as we did with mesh networks, that
the presence of structure such as a wired infrastructure or a node hierarchy, makes a great deal of
difference to network performance. Network design and performance are both considerably
different when the network has structure compared to when it does not.
On a related, but distinct note, a similar case can be made for node equality. When all nodes are
equal, the design of a network proceeds differently to when some nodes have unequal performance.
This inequality can be for better or worse, for example, a node with powerful processing ability
versus a node which can exist only on scavenged power. There are clearly advantages to having
nodes with unequal capability, namely that only such nodes need be specialised, leaving others to

62

6lowPAN is an IETF Working Group whose output is intended for the IETF Standards Track.
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be less complex and thus less power hungry.
Therefore our basic taxonomy is based on the concepts of
•

Network structure

•

Node equality

We justify this approach by detailed examination next.

3.4

System Architecture in Sensor Networks

In this section we will review WSN requirements from a system design point of view. We follow
this by looking at how the Internet is classically organised using the TCP/IP suite and draw out
some comparisons. Taking these two aspects together allows us to examine the relative
applicability and suitability first of unstructured WSNs and then of structured WSNs. This
naturally leads also into a discussion of node equality, where we use 802.15.4 as a specific example
of a structured network with different classes of nodes. The ideas of node equality and network
structure are related, but the idea of node equality is broader than network structure. There are
many other ways in which nodes could be made unequal, such as offering translating gateways,
acting as security centres or simply being more powerful in computing terms, which often also
implies access to a capable power supply.
3.4.1

WSN system requirements

We have already observed that traditionally WSNs are driven by the need to be low power. This
means they can be battery powered and placed anywhere which is convenient for the application.
Low power design can go only so far however and another technique is needed to make the system
itself low power. This is to operate the system with a low duty cycle. As might be expected,
nothing saves power quite as well as regularly turning the nodes off for long periods of time (look
ahead to Figure 3-13 for confirmation). The downside of doing this is that latency must suffer an
increase.
Latency affects the transmission of data, but it also affect network management, where node
discovery63 becomes more of a problem, since the nodes are not always available to be found.
Ways around this include having special network devices which store and forward discovery
information and indeed data itself when normal nodes are sleeping. However then we have
immediately created a new class of node, which goes against the principles of having an
unstructured network where all nodes are equal. On the other hand, much research has been
published into how to cope with WSN requirements whilst still having only one class of node,
which may be scattered at will, with no planning whatsoever.
In this section we look at unstructured networks first, followed by structured networks. Looking
ahead to our conclusions, it is fair to say that we cannot see that many large-scale applications will
really require an unstructured network, and that structured networks bring many advantages with
them. One probable reason for such a high level of research into unstructured networks may be
military funding64, where, like mesh, mobile wireless sensors are also of great importance. It is
notable that industry and standards interest favour the structured network, where mobility is not of
greatest concern, for example for building monitoring.
Finally we should say that security, including authentication issues, is much easier when a network

63

When a new node joins or more likely rejoins, a network, it has to be ‘discovered’ by the network.

64

Initial research into mesh networks also focussed on absence of structure due to military funding of the
research.
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has structure and one node may be regarded as a permanent trust centre. However, let us begin, as
we have said, by reviewing how things are presently done in the IP world of the Internet.
3.4.2

Classic IP address-based routing and transport - review

We are going to go into quite some detail in this section, to show how Internet based routing and
transport works in practice, so that we may contrast it with how several sensor network approaches
work. Much of the way the Internet works is based on it having evolved over a period of time.
This means that it does contain a few idiosyncrasies and imperfections, which we would likely
avoid if we were to design it again with all the knowledge we now have. The point being that we
are fortunate to have (almost) such a blank sheet of paper for sensor networks, which is an
opportunity to perhaps think a little differently.
The classic Internet approach to addressing is to use a network layer address which is tied to a
particular physical interface. For example, a 32-bit IP(v4) address, normally written in the form
a.b.c.d could be assigned to an interface on a device. If we think about a home PC this means that
the network card “owns” the IP address, say address 192.168.0.2. If we have two network cards
(laptops commonly do, where one is WiFi), then the PC has two IP addresses, perhaps adding
address 192.168.0.10. The IP address thus does not in fact identify the PC, but as we shall see
later, many applications assume that it does. This is for historical reasons during the development
of the Internet, which we need not delve into here. This leads to some entanglement of the layers
of the protocol stack65, which can be unfortunate in certain circumstances.
Further entanglement of the supposedly independent layers of the protocols stack occurs because
although the address is a network layer identifier it is tied to a physical interface. In other words the
IP address has an element of identification, but also an element of topology or location, due to the
hierarchical organisation within IP addresses. With our earlier example, the first part of the address
192.168.x.x is a particular network prefix, which usually implies something about topological
location66. This has implications for routing, especially in the face of mobility, which we discuss
later.
Looking deeper, the network layer provides only for node-node packet delivery. But a finer
grained de-multiplexing of packets is required, since we expect many different types of packets to
traverse the node-node link, and we wish to keep these packets separate so they may go to the
correct destination within each node. This means another layer of addressing is used on top of the
network layer. For example, in TCP, a 16-bit unsigned number is used to identify, within the scope
of a given IP address, a given connection endpoint. This means a TCP endpoint consists of a pair
of numbers; the IP address plus the 16 bit number, called the port number. Together the IP address
and port number comprise a TCP socket (a connection end-point), and two sockets (remote and
local) define a TCP connection.
Note also that TCP provides other functions, such as reliability and ordered delivery, which may or
may not be required for a given sensor network application. Finally, the application itself may
have some information it wishes to use in identifying or routing the data at the application level,
and so there is yet another level of naming/addressing at the application level. In many real cases,
this last level of addressing will often overload information67 such as IP addresses and port
numbers, not necessarily because it is technically beneficial to do so, but because the IP address
bits and port number happen to be conveniently available for use. This leads to the idea of ‘well

65

we showed a simple stack in Figure 3-1

66

Actually 192.168.x.x is a non-routable address, but it does show the principle of containing more than
simply identification within the IP address.

67

i.e. use the same bits for an expanded purpose
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known’ port numbers, such as port 80 for http and so on.
However, strictly speaking, there is actually no requirement for the application68 to be aware of the
network and/or transport layer address bits. An important observation is that this last feature can be
exploited by sensor network protocols, as we discuss later.
Before we do, however, it is worth noting the limitations of the current Internet-oriented addressing
model. Our discussion uses IPv4 addresses for convenience, but most of the same arguments apply
to IPv6. Let us collect together the observations we have just made on IP addresses in a shorter
format:
1. An address of p bits is assigned to a physical interface (layer 1 / 2).
2. The address consists of a network part (also known as the network prefix or routing prefix)
and forms the n most significant bits of the p address bits. The routing prefix provides an
addressing aggregation opportunity to help with hierarchical routing.
3. The remaining m = p-n bits form the host part of the address.
4. Only the n bits of the routing prefix are used in routing – the remaining m bits are only used
when the packet reaches the edge network for which it is to be delivered to a node.
5. All p bits of the address are used for the transport layer state to in each transport layer session,
thus entangling identification with topological location.
6. The p bits of the address have a dual role:
a. As a locator, providing a topological name that is used as information to aid in routing.
b. As an identifier, providing a unique routable name for each interface, but also as part
of the state information in transport layer and sometimes application layer names.
The location-identification entanglement problem relates to IP-like addressing in general. Let us
begin to put this into the context of WSNs. Where a sensor network consists of a few tens of
nodes, it may be possible, with a suitable routing algorithm, to simply use flat addressing and so
none of the preceding discussion is an issue. However, where we move to thousands of nodes,
and/or hierarchical structure and so hierarchical addressing in sensor networks, e.g. tiered
networks, then the use of flat addresses is no longer viable and these issues will become significant
for WSNs.
However, at the application layer for a sensor network application, there may not be a need to
know anything about the exact nodes from where the data arrives Such abstraction of content from
address is a key idea for some approaches to WSNs, which we discuss in the next section.
For example, imagine a sensor network that has been dynamically deployed to monitor earth
tremors in a given geographical area. The sensors may record and report in application packets the
timestamp, GPS location and seismic activity reading. In this case, the seismic monitoring
application is not at all interested in the network address of the sensor node – all the information it
needs is in the data described. However, the address would be useful for the routing protocol, and
the address plus the GPS location would probably be of interest to a network management
application. So, it may be that the control & management plane applications have different
addressing needs to the user plane applications within the same network.
This leads us naturally into a discussion of unstructured wireless networks, i.e. those with no
hierarchy.

68

unless it is a network management or control application
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3.5

Unstructured WSNs

In contrast to structured approaches, unstructured networks are homogenous with respect to node
type and thus have no physical hierarchy. Another way of saying this is that all nodes are equal,
physically and architecturally.
In an unstructured WSN, the sensors have no mechanism for out-of-band communication or control
– all communication is through their single wireless communication interface. We can compare
this directly to the familiar case of the pure mesh which we first introduced in our earlier report on
mesh networks for Ofcom69. In fact we can reuse the same figures to illustrate the unstructured
WSN.

Figure 3-3 unstructured WSN equivalence with pure mesh

Once the unstructured network is deployed, unless there is a very carefully managed deployment
with careful pre-configuration of the sensor nodes, the sensor nodes must perform all of the
following tasks
•

Locate/discover other sensor nodes in their network

•

Discover a route back to the gateways or sinks. The gateway or sink is the point in the network
at which the collected information must be presented, perhaps for onwards transmission
beyond the sensor network.

•

Forward relevant data towards the gateways or sinks using the other sensor nodes as relays

•

Maintain/update routes to the gateways or sinks in the case of node failure, nodes and/or
gateway/sink mobility, and/or due to other policy requirements, e.g. network load sharing,
conservation of power across sensor nodes through diverse routing, etc.

Such networks and related technical issues are often the focus of academic and military research.
Typically, the approach taken is to use ad hoc networking, with the additional constraint of
resource limitation. This additional limitation could take the form of any combination of limits on
network capacity, CPU power, memory, battery life, etc. In this way the WSN challenge becomes
greater than the ad hoc networking challenge.

69

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/research/emer_tech/mesh/
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Unstructured WSNs are often thought to have the attribute of lowest power operation, usually
because they have been designed to be so application-specific, such that all unnecessary
functionally is simply not included. This may not always be true, however. If we contrast this with
a structured WSN, whilst the gateway node(s) may be mains powered, the actual sensor nodes can
be very low power, since they may not have the same level of responsibility for providing functions
such as routing, network time synchronisation, localisation, and data filtering. The main
disadvantage with structured networks is, of course, that mobility and the ad hoc aspect are
potentially lost. In other words, low power alone is not necessarily a driver for an unstructured
approach, and it may be the other factors, such as the ability to be mobile are important enough that
the overall system design is adjusted in order that other constraints are given a lower priority.
On the other hand, it transpires that many potential applications of unstructured WSNs are not in
fact mobile, but the convenience of an unstructured approach – not having to deploy and maintain a
‘backbone’ for the sensor network nodes to gateways/sinks – is simply preferable. Clearly the
balance of costs and benefits will vary from application to application.
In either case, we have to deal with basic functions of communication such as addressing, routing,
discovery, data transfer, and route maintenance, including robustness to failure of nodes as well as
change of topology through mobility.
We next look at how routing may be organised, specifically for the case of the unstructured WSN,
via three methods; data centric routing, geographic routing and other methods including energy
aware routing. All are quite different to the classical IP addressing which we reviewed earlier.
3.5.1

WSN approaches – data centric routing

Following on from the argument presented at the end of section 3.4.2, a specific application based
on a sensor network may be more concerned with the nature of the data from the sensor field rather
than the addressing or routing information. This is why there has been a paradigm proposed for
routing in sensor networks, which takes a data-centric approach to routing and data dissemination
across the sensor nodes, rather than an address based approach. One of the most cited works in this
area describes Directed Diffusion70, and this gives a very good description of the principle of a
data-centric approach.
The basic principle arises from considering the motivation of the user of a sensor network, who is
interested in data and so would like answers to questions such as, “How many events of type A
occurred in area X?” Such a query would be sent to the sensor network and we say that sensors
have been tasked with collecting data to answer the query. The nodes then cooperate to ‘answer
the question’ and report the result to the user. In order to enable this in a scalable, robust and
energy efficient manner, the paper proposes the use of routing using attribute-value pairs to name
data that is generated by sensor nodes. Note that the data are named and not the nodes themselves.
By advertising, or diffusing (sending interests for), this named data to its neighbours, the data
collected by nodes are drawn towards the node that generated the name. Intermediate nodes can
use the name to initiate caching, perform data aggregation, forward historic/stored results, for
forward new results matching that name towards the source of the name.
In summary, the general principle is that the knowledge of the data required by sensors, as
advertised in their interests, enables their neighbours to forward data appropriately. The choice of
the sink (the node that generated the interest) is arbitrary. The sink periodically broadcasts its
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Chalermek Intanagonwiwat, Ramesh Govindan and Deborah Estrin, “Directed diffusion: A scalable and
robust communication paradigm for sensor networks”, In Proceedings of the Sixth Annual International
Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCOM '00), August 2000, Boston, Massachussetts.
http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/~estrin/papers/diffusion.ps
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interest(s) and its neighbours maintain an interests cache. If the interest is not already present in
the cache, the receiving node records the interest in the cache and the node from where it has come,
and then sends the interest message on to its neighbours. In this way, a ‘gradient’ is formed
pointing back towards the source, indicating a path of data flow towards the sink that broadcasted
the interest, see Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: Formation of gradients from interests

But data centric routing is far from the only option, as we see in the following two sections.
3.5.2

WSN approaches – geographic routing

In a real-world deployment of a sensor network, it is clear from our earlier discussion that location,
i.e. geography, is important for a number of applications. We note that even for the example of the
data-centric approach above, sensor nodes and events have some location information that is
important to the application. So, it seems natural to consider location or geographic information as
candidates for routing for sensor networks.

Figure 3-5: Greedy forwarding example

Again, we take as our example one of the most-cited works in the field, which in this case is the
one of Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)71. The basic principle of GPSR reflects the
basic principle of location or geographic routing – simply that we should always forward packets
to nodes the get us closer (geographically) to our destination. In Figure 3-5, we see node x and its
intended packet destination, D. In the greedy approach, node x always uses the node that is within
radio range and closest to the destination. In this case, it is node y. This process of selecting the
forwarding node continues until the packet reaches its destination.

71

B. Karp, H. T. Kung, “GPSR: greedy perimeter stateless routing for wireless networks”, In Proceedings of
the Sixth Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCOM '00), August
2000, Boston, Massachussetts. http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~htk/publication/2000-mobi-karp-kung.pdf
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However, problems can arise as depicted in Figure 3-6. Here, the nodes D, v and z are all outside
the radio range of x. Nodes w and y are within radio range of x, but x is already a local maximum.
In other words it is closer to D than either w or y. So, a greedy approach would not permit x to
forward packets to w or y, although this would be the correct option.

Figure 3-6: Greedy forwarding failure

To deal with this problem, GPSR defines a void as shown in Figure 3-7. This is the area that is the
intersection of the radio range of x (dotted line) with an arc of radius |xD| around D (dashed line).
When such a void is detected, alternate path(s) are selected and used.

Figure 3-7 : Use of void to route around forwarding failure

The principal advantage of geographic routing is that a node needs information about only its
immediate neighbours, as forwarding decisions are made on location information of the destination
and the neighbours.
However, geographic routing in this way requires the presence of an authoritative and secure
source of location information, and a mechanism (e.g. a secure server) that will provide mapping
between locations and node addresses in order that packets can be transmitted on to neighbouring
nodes.
3.5.3

WSN approaches – other routing mechanisms

Data centric and geographic approaches are not the only mechanisms under consideration for
routing in unstructured WSNs. There is an large amount of literature relating to energy aware or
energy efficient routing. This is designed to take into account the consumption of valuable battery
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power which results from packet forwarding.
conservation.

Various strategies can be used for energy

•

Energy conservation for the network as a whole, by load distribution e.g. multi-path
routing, to avoid draining batteries on a single path. This may be implemented by
discovering energy rich nodes and using those first

•

Controlling transmission power so that only enough energy is used for the transmission to
reach known neighbours

•

Optimisation of sleep/power-down/idle states of a sensor node in order to conserve energy.
This option is already used to some degree in most WSNs.

Of course, the importance of energy conservation will vary depending on the application. Indeed,
the various approaches (data-centric, geographic, energy aware) each try to optimise for a specific
network scenario and so they may not be appropriate for the general case. Moving to the general
case is complicated, for a number of reasons.
•

The number of parameters in a mobile network and their range of possible values, coupled
with possible different traffic models, different failure regimes, node densities, radio
ranges, MAC protocols, and different mobility models, for example, means that the
problem space is very complex.

•

The complexity of the scenario means that networks are relatively rarely built, and much
of the evaluation work is conducted under simulation. It is not clear that the research
community has complete agreement on simulation scenarios and how simulations should
be conducted72.

In summary, we are of the view that energy aware routing is not yet suitable for the implementation
stage.
Let us next move onto considering WSNs where structure and organisation is allowed.

3.6

Structured WSNs

To illustrate the structured WSN we may once again borrow from our mesh figures from our earlier
report for Ofcom73. The structured WSN may have internal structure as shown in Figure 3-8, or
more likely it will have both structure and a way to reach outside the WSN, analogous to the
Access Mesh of Figure 3-9, where the mobile nodes of the mesh become the relatively fixed nodes
of the WSN.

72

Stuart Kurwoksi, Tracy Camp, Michael Colagrosso, “MANET simulation studies: the Incredibles”, ACM
SIGMOBILE Mobile Computing and Communications Review, Volume 9 , Issue 4 pp50-61. October 2005.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1096166.1096174
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Figure 3-8 WSN or mesh with internal structure

Figure 3-9 WSN or mesh with structure and external access points (or gateways in WSN terminology)

It is interesting to note the similarity between the structure shown in Figure 3-9 and the structure
enabled by the IEEE 1451 approach for WSNs which we showed in section 2.3. Legacy sensor
applications which are moving to wireless clearly expect to be able to use existing infrastructure for
backhaul.
To support this observation, and in contrast to unstructured approaches, structured WSNs are often
the focus of industry and standards activity. Here, mobility needs are low, typically zero, but
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flexibility and interoperability needs are high. For widespread industrial deployment, the wireless
sensor network must be seen to be reliable and easy to work with and the creation of a standard is
often the best way forward in this case.
3.6.1

WSN approaches – hierarchical

Before we move into detail, let us review some general features of the hierarchical approach,
unspecific to WSNs. In fact, there are several reasons why hierarchical networks have been
preferred, historically.
•

hierarchical routing is efficiently achieved

•

super nodes can take the processing load off regular nodes

•

super nodes can guide traffic off the network most quickly (this reduces hop count and
improves throughput)

•

security also drives a hierarchical approach – via trust centres

As we discuss structure in this section, we will also come across the idea that not all nodes need be
equal. Hierarchy is connected, but not equivalent to, the idea that not all nodes need be equal, and
that there are diverse benefits of inequality, such as bigger processors for routing information and
storage, gateways to the outside world including the Internet and access to bigger power supplies.
Let us examine structured approaches by a convenient and relevant example.
3.6.2

Structured versus unstructured – 802.15.4 example

We can look at structured versus unstructured approaches by taking the example of 802.15.4, since
this includes options to create either type of network. In reality IEEE 802.15.4 does not specify the
configurations, but does supply a Phy and MAC which are capable of being configured thus,
typically by ZigBee.
The first of three examples is the star network, shown in Figure 3-10. This is the simplest
configuration, which also provides the lowest latency, by disallowing multihopping.
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Figure 3-10 802.15.4 Star configuration

Two types of device are shown in the figure and are defined as follows. The full function device
(FFD) is the more capable device and can fulfil any network function; the reduced function device
is much simpler (cheaper) and can exist only as an end device. Put slightly differently, the FFD
can talk to any other device, whilst the RFD can talk to only the FFD, which is its direct parent in
the hierarchy. In the star or any other configuration, the most child nodes an FFD can support is
254 – this compares very favourably to Bluetooth’s limit of only 7 slaves.
In any 802.15.4 PAN74, one of the FFDs must elect itself as the PAN Co-ordinator. This then has
many responsibilities. For example, it must select a free channel at start-up, it must handle address
allocation, it must organise beacons where they are used, it must act as the bridge to other
networks, if there is a need for one, it must act as the trust centre to co-ordinate security, including
cryptographic key distribution, where this is used. Usually the PAN co-ordinator is mains
powered. FFDs which are not the PAN co-ordinator will act as routers in those PANs which are
more complex than the star. Already we can see a link between node equality and system
hierarchy, which goes beyond routing, i.e. the pull in this case for some nodes to be mains
powered.
Multiple instances of stars are completely independent of each other. A useful comparison is that
the star is no more than the Access Point architecture of 802.11 and it could be expanded by adding
wired infrastructure, just as with 802.11. However 802.15.4 can be more capable than this in the
wireless domain alone, as our second of three examples shows.
The most flexible and complex approach is the mesh, or peer-to-peer network as it is termed in
802.15.4, as shown in Figure 3-11. In contrast to all other network options the mesh, as shown, is
an unstructured network, i.e. it is has a flat hierarchy. Whilst it would be possible to terminate the

74
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mesh with RFDs at the edge, this would curtail the possibility for mesh expansion beyond these
devices, since they are incapable of acting as routers. As one of the main attractions for mesh is its
ad-hoc expansion, this would be an unusual step, unless a specific application clearly demanded it.
Hence we shall assume that the mesh is most attractive when populated in the main by FFDs to
realise its full performance.

Figure 3-11 802.15.4 Mesh (peer-to-peer) configuration

The principle advantages of the mesh are:
•

Good and flexible coverage which can be extended simply by adding more nodes without
any planning required

•

Redundancy due to the potential for multipath routing.

Since the mesh has no hierarchy, any node can communicate with any other node which is in range.
This makes medium access most conveniently implemented by a contention based scheme.
802.15.4 offers the option of CSMA/CA. There is also a slotted version of CSMA/CA, supported
by beacons generated from the PAN co-ordinator, but this fits better with stars and the last of our
three examples, the cluster tree, shown in Figure 3-12. The reason for this is that propagating
beacon information, which is clearly time sensitive, will become increasingly difficult across a
larger mesh.
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Figure 3-12 802.15.4 Cluster tree configuration

The cluster tree clearly has structure, but it represents a compromise between the simple star and
the complex mesh, since it is quite flexible, but has simplified routing. It is also lower cost than
the mesh since the use of RFDs as end nodes is expected. Clearly this does involve an element of
planning the deployment. Usually, cluster heads are mains powered and end nodes are battery
powered.
Routing in the star and the cluster tree works a little like the hierarchical approach of IP, as we
showed earlier in this chapter. The node addresses similarly contain both identification and
location information. A node in the cluster tree determines routing information directly from the
destination node address. In contrast, in the mesh, AODV is used, which is more complicated.
ZigBee / 802.15.4 configuration
Common to all three network architectures is the need to configure the system. One choice to
make is the network architecture itself, and the other key choice is whether to use beacons or not.
With respect to architecture, there are two key parameters which can be set to influence how the
network will automatically build its topology. These are the maximum network depth and the
maximum number of routers (devices which are FFDs, but excluding the PAN co-ordinator). For
example to create a star, the network depth can be set at 1 and the number of routers can be set at 0.
In architectures other than the mesh, which typically does not use beacons, the choice of whether to
use beacons or not comes down to the application needs. If the application is driven by timeliness
of communication, such as a wireless mouse requiring regular communication, then it is most
convenient to use beacons. If the application is event driven, such as a monitoring application, then
non-beaconing may be more appropriate. Note that the use of beacons can enable longer sleep
modes for suitable periodic applications and so conserve power better.
The foregoing has illustrated that adopting network structure can dictate that node inequality i.e.
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diversity should also exist, but that node diversity can go far beyond the network level. We
examine node inequality as distinct from hierarchy next.
3.6.3

All nodes equal versus unequal

Apart from an inequality in the wireless routing functionality as discussed above, nodes may also
be deliberately chosen to be unequal in other ways. This includes, for example, their access to
power, their processing ability and their extra network connections, e.g. to the wired network.
As we have stressed, WSNs are power constrained. However, if we allow inequality of nodes,
then we may distribute the power constraint unevenly. This can really help with those nodes which
are the most power constrained. If, for example, we have a star network then the nodes at the edge
may be battery powered or be harvesting energy, whilst the central node could be mains powered.
This is exactly what happens in a WSN light switch application. The edge nodes are the light
switches. In some cases these are power harvesting from the push action on the switch itself. Such
nodes do not need to transmit regularly, only when operated.
However simply reducing the transmit time is only one of the available possibilities for power
saving. We could design the system so as to make the node idle75 most of the time rather than have
to be actively receiving. But better than this, as shown in Figure 3-13, is to actually switch the
transceiver/node off when not in use, i.e. put the circuits into a sleep mode. To have nodes mostly
sleeping is the aim of many power constrained WSNs, since as the figure shows active or idle
transceiver circuitry is the largest power drain within a node, including the sensors and the
processor.

Figure 3-13 WSN Components and modes power consumption

75

idle means powered up and ready to transmit or receive data

76

D Estrin, “Sensor Network Protocols”, Mobicom 2002 Tutorial part 4.
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Clearly we have then sacrificed latency for power savings. This is because if a node sleeps we
must either wait for a node to wake-up if it does so periodically, or we must cause it to wake up by
some external action. We have also sacrificed network flexibility since the edge nodes are not fully
functional routers and cannot be used to extend the network. This is directly related both to the
system design choice in 802.15.4 of end nodes versus co-ordinators (reduced functionality, and
thus reduced power consumption) and choosing whether to have 802.15.4 use regular beaconing or
a random access mode (which allows the nodes to sleep for longer).
Finally, for balance, it must be said that not all WSNs have power consumption at the very top of
their list of requirements. Emergency services use WSNs for vital signs monitoring of active staff
and environment monitoring. Here battery life is important, but equally important is network
flexibility and low latency. Such WSNs are designed for low power, but do not typically enter
sleep modes. The personnel monitoring units need to be fully functional routers such that any node
may extend the network, but they may have reduced processing power compared to the base unit.

3.7

External routing and transport options

We have assumed so far that there is always a gateway device providing access to the sensor
network. Information is injected into the network through a gateway and the gateway may return
the result. However, in principle, it is possible to access any node in the sensor network directly.
But, typically gateways are used because:
a) The radio transceivers in the sensors have limited range so remote access to the sensor field
requires a gateway which can bridge the technologies between the client system and the
sensor network
b) The communication protocols being used in the sensor network are typically not based on
the Internet Protocol suite, as these are typically thought to be too heavy-weight (both in
terms of code base and use of bits in transmission) for the resource limited environments of
the sensor network realm. As we have said even 6lowPAN using IPv6 requires some
gateway functionality, albeit relatively simple.
Finally we would like to point out that, just as for mesh networks, we should not fall into the pitfall
of considering security too late in the system design. In fact, with the possibility of external access
to the sensor network, system security and access control becomes a major issue. For example,
consider a road traffic control system that which information from sensors in order to control traffic
flow within an urban area. Should that network be subverted by an attacker (for whatever purpose)
the consequences could range from large degrees of inconvenience to motorists, to potentially
dangerous conditions on the highways and roads.

3.8

WSN Summary

In this chapter we have introduced WSNs and shown that they have many similarities to mesh
networks, but with even greater constraints, notably in terms of power consumption. Both WMNs
and WSNs offer ease of deployment and good coverage properties – in the case of mesh this allows
easy avoidance of RF shadowing in dense environments - in the case of sensor networks this allows
a sufficient density and arrangement of sensors to be deployed on site without constraint.
Similarly to mesh we have seen that the presence of structure in the network can markedly
influence its performance. We can draw some clear parallels. For mesh we have shown in earlier
chapters that adding infrastructure helps avoid scalability and quality of service problems. In the
WSN case, structure also helps scalability, in that by reducing the relay load for many nodes within
the network, such as edge nodes, scalability is possible without power consumption problems, i.e.
the low duty cycle of WSNs can be preserved, which is major quality of service parameter for a
WSN. In a WSN this requires that some nodes are more capable than others and these nodes are
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typically not battery powered. Such nodes would be coordinators in 802.15.4 networks and would
have mains power, external network connections and serve as trust centres for security applications
(the Emerson and Honeywell examples of systems given earlier adopt this general approach).
We take the view that network structure and node diversity are enablers of flexible, yet practical
systems. Moreover, these can be efficiently standardised, which in turn enables adoption by
industry. In other words we continue to question the need for truly unstructured WSNs in many
cases. Finally we note that major applications foreseen for WSNs at the moment include legacy
wired applications evolving to wireless, rather than a revolutionary new killer WSN application.
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4 Spectrum usage characteristics for WSNs
All the published work we have seen to date has used the ISM bands at 433 MHz, 868/915 MHz
(UK/US) and 2.4GHz for WSN operation. All these bands bar 433 MHz are specified by 802.15.4
and it follows that the many things based upon it (ZigBee, 6LowPAN and more loosely ISASP100, wireless HART) will use the same spectrum.
We expect interest to be highest in the 2.4GHz band for 802.15.4. This is firstly since this band is
globally available, secondly since it supports more channels than at 868/915MHz, and thirdly since
the throughput is higher. We can summarise these differences in Table 4-1.

Frequency

Geographic area

Data rate

ZigBee channel number77

868MHz

Europe

20kb/s

0

915MHz

USA

40kb/s

1 to 10

2.4GHz

Global

250kb/s

11 to 26

Table 4-1 ZigBee frequencies and properties

It would seem the use of UWB also has potential for WSNs, as it would be a good match for
localisation/location services. Such a proposal is currently under discussion within 802.15.4a and
is at an advanced stage. This ‘alternative PHY’ for 802.15.4 has the option to use UWB spectrum
or to use chirp spread spectrum with the 2.4GHz band. The location accuracy is aimed to be at the
1m level for UWB, whilst the chirp approach is less capable in many respects due to the limited
bandwidth. Currently, the level of processing and therefore power consumption and battery life
associated with an UWB approach is considered greater than for 802.15.4, but we expect this to
improve as the technology develops.

4.1

Looking forward

We have seen no work which suggests a move to operation at higher frequencies, such as 60GHz,
in the future. Possibly this is because there is an intrinsic trade-off between the power needed to
drive the antenna as frequency increases, the reduced range and increasing line-of-sight
characteristics at 60GHz, and the overall increased power consumption and cost of wireless
transceivers at higher frequencies. This makes 2.4GHz continue to look attractive, although it is
not without its own issues, such as band crowding.
4.1.1

Potential Congestion and Crowding Effects at 2.4 GHz

In Table 4-1 we showed why working in the 2.4GHz band is attractive, but it is well known that
many other applications have reached the same conclusion. Examples are 802.11 (Wi-Fi),
Bluetooth and of course microwave ovens, which were the noisy first users of the band.
We have already noted that IEEE802.15.4 is designed for coexistence, due to its polite MAC
protocol. From a susceptibility point of view, the same polite protocols do of course make IEEE
802.15.4 susceptible to radio systems operating impolite protocols, e.g. anything which has a

77

not the same as 802.11 Wi-Fi channel number, nor the same set of centre frequencies, although the channel
spacing of 5MHz is identical
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slotted MAC, such as TDMA etc. However, on the whole we are fortunate that the main users of
the 2.4GHz band employ some form of politeness, if only due to the fact that they must coexist
internally with other nodes in their own systems. For example, taking the examples of Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth, both employ some form of listen before talk, before transmitting. This is a form of clear
channel assessment (CCA). An implementation of CCA can be based upon an energy detect
principle, where any noise in channel is detected, or it can be application specific, where only the
presence of similar nodes is detected. Additionally CCA can use a combination of both
approaches.
But we should take a closer look at what coexistence aims were set for 802.15.4, during its progress
through the standards process. First of all it is important to note that the use of energy detect offers
the best ‘good neighbour’ approach, but is open to detecting any form of noise, thereby perhaps
unnecessarily throttling system throughput. On the other hand application specific CCA will
typically detect only similar systems and so will not avoid mutual interference between different
systems. In fact the 802.11 CCA mechanism will not detect the presence of 802.15.4, and vice
versa. To reinforce this point, in other words, 802.11 and 802.15.4 do not operate coexistence
collaboratively; they each offer only passive co-existence.
4.1.1.1 802.11 and 802.15.4 Passive Co-existence
Coexistence was studied within the 802.15.4 task group. It should be noted at the outset that,
although there was a specific co-existence task group within 802.15, named 802.15.2, this studied
only 802.11b versus Bluetooth coexistence. 802.15.4, which came later, performed its own coexistence analysis. One key assumption by the task group, as mentioned above, was that the CCA
mechanisms of 802.11 and 802.15.4 could not detect each other’s presence.
In order to understand the coexistence conclusions reached within the 802.15.4 task group, we first
need to understand the relative channel positions of both 802.11 and 802.15.4 within the 2.4GHz
band. This is clarified in Figure 4-178. In the 2.4GHz band, a channel spacing of 5MHz is
appropriate for the modulation format chosen, as follows. The 250kb/s data rate is converted to a
62.5kb/s symbol rate via 16-ary coding79 and then to a 2Mchip/s chip rate, via a 32 bit spreading
code. Transmission is via O-QPSK with half-sine pulse shaping. This allows a transmit mask of 30dBm at 3.5MHz from the carrier, hence 5MHz channelization is appropriate. In 802.15.4, the
aim of symbol coding is to enable a low duty cycle, hence low power, and the spreading is added to
recover signal-to-noise robustness.
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“Wireless Network Coexistence”, Bob Morrow, McGraw Hill, 2004
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Figure 4-1 802.11 and 802.15.4 channelisation within the 2.4GHz band

It can be seen that where all three non-overlapping 802.11 channels are in use, then there are only
a few 802.15.4 channels which do not overlap. The figure shows the situation for the US. In
Europe, 802.11 channels 1, 7 and 13 may be used, leaving no room at the top end of the band in
this case, but rather gaps are left at 802.15.4 channels 15, 16, 21 and 22. In each case only four
802.15.4 channels are not overlapped by 802.11.
In normal operation ZigBee may select a free channel at start-up, but it is instructive to look at
what happens when this is not the case, perhaps for reasons of subsequent crowding by other band
users and/or because an 802.15.4 implementation’s clear channel assessment is not set to utilise
energy detection. If a free channel is not selected than the mutual interference effect will depend
on the relative carrier offset between 802.11 and 802.15.4, i.e. how close they are attempting to
operate in frequency. The results of such mutual interference can be seen in Table 4-280, which is
compiled from results presented during the 802.15.4 standardisation process.

Table 4-2 802.15.4 and 802.11 mutual interference versus frequency offset

The table shows both cases where firstly 802.15.4 is the victim and secondly where 802.11 is the
victim, for similar operating frequency differences. For each combination, a minimum spatial
separation for acceptable operation has been found, by simulation. The minimum acceptable
quality has been judged by arbitrarily choosing a frame error rate (FER) of 0.1 as the threshold of
acceptable operation.
The results show that 802.15.4 is more sensitive to interference from nearby 802.11 than vice
versa, in the sense that a lower minimum spatial separation is tolerable by 802.11 than by 802.15.4.
Yet interference can be caused in each case at some minimum value of spatial separation, so
neither system is ever completely immune to the other at any of the carrier offsets shown. Some of
these frequency offsets represent a significant proportion of the total width of the 2.4GHz band,
which implies that there really may be no such thing as simply picking a completely free channel as
was suggested by Figure 4-1 - a minimum spatial separation is always needed as well. As an
aside, this implies that the design of any dual mode equipment with co-located radios will need to
develop some form of bespoke collaborative coexistence between its 802.11 radio and its 802.15.4
radio, which might simply be time multiplexing the radio activity.
Given the relatively higher power of 802.11 versus 802.15.4, the susceptibility of 802.15.4 might
80
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have been expected to have been worse. The fact that this was not found is most likely explained
by the robustness of 802.15.4’s modulation, via the scheme already mentioned. Also the low duty
cycle of 802.15.4 is likely to mitigate the interference effect.
Of course in the case of both 802.11 and 802.15.4, dropped packets can be re-sent. Whether this is
appropriate will depend on the application. In the case of 802.15.4 our concern could be that this
behaviour could be interpreted as a lack of reliability by potential users, which is likely to present a
barrier to 802.15.4’s adoption in the market. Similarly multiple resends can also reduce battery
life, which is also unattractive.
For completeness, we should say that one solution to band crowding at 2.4GHz would, of course,
be to move to 5GHz, although this is not yet specified for 802.15.4.
4.1.1.2 The effects of Real Time Location Services (RTLS)
An RTLS system has not typically fallen within the scope of a WSN, although we do note some
likely future convergence in these markets. Nonetheless, RTLS is likely to be another 2.4GHz
band user, so we consider it here. One difference between WSNs and RTLS is the duty cycle.
Where a WSN strives for a low duty cycle, a real time location system, by definition, cannot do this
when active. We point this out simply for the reason that RTLS may be a particular driver for
future band crowding, with potentially a limited ability for politeness.
4.1.1.3 RFID spectrum campaign
It should be noted that some in the RFID industry have begun to campaign for more spectrum81,
taking into account projected RFID growth over the next 15 years. Such spectrum is proposed to
be in the UHF band, potentially using 2 x 6MHz of PMR spectrum, which presently lies dormant.
Interestingly, the amount of spectrum required appears to be predicated on traditional tag/reader
RFID, rather than newer forms of RFID, such as Active RFID. This is not spectrum driven by
WSN requirements, but nonetheless WSNs might be able to take advantage of it, depending on
how the campaign evolves.
4.1.2

Estimate of spectrum usage for WSNs

It is useful to look at a simplified, bottom-up estimate for a theoretical wireless sensor deployment
and the corresponding total spectrum which might be needed to support a dense scenario. The
primary purpose of such an estimate is to gain a view of the total spectrum which might be needed,
given the low-data rate, non-real-time nature of most proposed wireless sensor applications. The
simplified approach assumes a (theoretical) ‘clear band’, i.e. the total spectrum needed assuming
sharing between WSN networks only, without other types of users, although as already noted,
congestion issues are likely to be significant in practice.
It is most useful to consider a generic case of similar networks, with approximately similar
numbers of sensor nodes per network. From a spectrum usage perspective, the most important case
is to consider where the highest density of sensor networks may occur. Thus we can consider
where WSN networks may be most densely packed, and look at the number of networks per square
kilometre that might need to be supported.
We therefore consider a simplified WSN scenario of a large number of localised wireless sensor
networks, each of perhaps 100-300 sensors per local network, see Figure 4-2, with the local
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and SRD equipment Part 2: Additional spectrum requirements for
UHF RFID, and non-specific SRDs, Home Automation, Metering, Alarms, and Automotive applications,
Draft ETSI TR 102 649-2 V1.1.1_0.10(2007-12).
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networks densely deployed in an urban environment or large site complex, see Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-2 Wireless Sensor Network model

Figure 4-3 Illustration of dense scenario of similar wireless sensor networks in a square kilometre

Each local network is related to a specific application, e.g. industrial sensing in a factory, storage
facility monitoring, a network within a commercial building, or within a hospital. An example
might be central London, where individual networks may be deployed in the majority of buildings
for HVAC, alarms, fire detection, access control and other functions. This dense scenario visualises
a WSN in almost every commercial and public building in a square kilometre.
For the purpose of a simplified estimate, we can make the following assumptions:
•

Networks are of similar type, each with a similar number of sensor nodes. These are densely
spaced per square km.

•

WSN nodes interconnect with aggregation points/gateways using broadly similar RF protocols
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(in terms of efficiency) and data rates. We also assume no significant traffic duplication due to
relaying or mesh-network overheads.
•

Radio modulation schemes used have similar spectrum efficiencies.

•

Frequency re-use is possible when there is a reasonable geographic separation of different
WSNs, but for the dense case only limited frequency re-use will generally be possible within a
square kilometre. Figure 4-4 helps to visualise the actual situation. Each node of a network
may have a relatively large operational coverage which extends outside of the physical network
area (e.g. the building or local site in which the network is located).

•

For this example, we assume that nodes may use the same frequency when spaced 800m apart
(4x the nominal operating range).

•

For a building scenario, node coverage range will depend on local propagation effects and
attenuation from internal and external walls, windows etc.

•

Applications have low node update rates, so essentially non-real time.

•

WSNs and nodes are uncoordinated and unsynchronised, with no intelligent frequency
management across differing WSNs and applications.

•

For this simplified model, we assume a two-dimensional approach, and do not consider the
implication of wireless sensor networks installed at different heights, such as on different floors
of buildings, which would modify the overlap and distances between networks.
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Figure 4-4 Illustration of operational distances for individual nodes in each network

A simplified estimate may thus be calculated as shown in Table 4-3 below.
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Table 4-3 Simplified estimate of spectrum requirement for dense WSN scenario

The estimate assumes a bandwidth efficiency of 0.1bits/Hz, typical for 802.15.4 modulation, as
described in section 4.1.1.1.
It should come as no surprise that from the table, the bandwidth of 2.5MHz per notional channel
and the total requirement of the order of 25MHz is broadly consistent with the current 802.15.4
standard at 2.4GHz, since 802.15.4 was dimensioned with sensor networks in mind.
The total requirement for this simplified dense scenario does not exceed the currently available
ISM spectrum at 2.4GHz. Given this it is clearly the amount of accessible spectrum in the presence
of other users which becomes important.

4.2

Spectrum Usage Conclusions

802.15.4 is more likely to suffer from congestion then cause it. It is likely to suffer in the face of
growing Wi-Fi and RTLS usage. Jointly optimised frequency and spatial separation should be used
to combat the crowding problem. Better channel selection by ZigBee might well be enabled by a
better choice of clear channel assessment option at design time in many cases – or by allowing the
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user to change the CCA method at run time, as at least one device now does82.

82

Accsense, www.accsense.com
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